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• Cold water pressure washer 

• Compact, robust design and manufacture 

• Suitable for heavy and prolonged use 

• Long life-expectancy 

• Practical carrying handle 

  
Kranzle HD series cold water pressure washers are robust and low maintenance, so are ideal for 
trade use. From the precision made brass pump-head to the steel braided and rubber coated high-
pressure hose, every component is built to last and these pressure washers represent outstanding 
value for money. An integrated soft start mechanism eases the load on the motor, making it easy to 
start. 

Highly portable with a carrying handle, HD series machines are popular with contract cleaners and for 
vehicle valeting for example. The optional Dirtkiller lance creates a high powered spinning jet for 
deep and fast cleaning, increasing the effective psi by 50% or more. Optional chemical injector kit 
also available. 

The HD 7/122 (Kranzle K7/122) has a heavy duty 4 pole, slow running induction motor, for low 
sound levels and high life-expectancy. A self-priming pressure washer, the K7 can take water from a 
tank or bowser, from a depth of up over 1 metre. 

The HD 10/122 (Kranzle K10/122) has a faster motor for higher output. 

HD 7/122TS and HD 10/122TS models are also available, featuring Kranzle’s Total-Stop system, 
which switches off the motor when the safety trigger gun is closed. This is an energy saving feature, 
which also enables prolonged use and increases the service life of the machine. We recommend the 
TS models to users who power their machines from a standard power supply rather than a generator. 
Ask us for more information and pricing. 



 
 

 
Technical data: Kranzle HD Series Pressure Washers 
 

 

Features: HD 7/122 (K7) HD 10/122 (K10) 

Motor speed (rpm) 1400 2800 

Adjustable operating pressure (Bar/PSI) Max 135 / 2000 Max 135 / 2000 

Water Output (ltr/min) 7 10 

Max inlet water temperature (°C) 60 60 

Power lead (m) 5 5 

High pressure hose (m) 10 11 

Dimensions (LxWxH) mm 440x200x330 440x200x330 

Weight (Kg) 22 23 

 

See this product on our website https://www.bgclean.co.uk/product/kranzle-hd-series/ 

 

 

 

 
Call us FREE on 0808 301 4577 

 
For advice and best prices on cleaning 

equipment to buy, lease or hire. 
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